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Introduction
The essay is a reflection of the research and design process and production of the graduation project in 
the past one year. The reflection is one part of the last stage of design of the graduation studio Re-Hous-
ing, which is under Chair of Heritage & Architecture at the Faculty of Architecture of Delft University of 
Technology. The theme of the studio is about transformation of existing post war housing stock built with 
non-traditional-building-methods (Heritage & Architecture, 2016, 8). VAM-system building is the main 
focus of the design and research approach discussed in this essay. One of the Intervam flats located at the 
Camera Obscuradreef in Overvecht, Utrecht (see Figure 1) was taken as the example for study. Research and 
design approach of the project is examined on three aspects, including the relationship between research and 
design, the relationship between the methodology of the graduation studio and the one applied for the pro-
ject, and the relationship between the project and the wider social context in this reflection.

Relationship between Research and design
The starting point of the design comes from results of the research. The design process started with the two-
months research, during which the VAM system and the assigned site, Camera Obscuradreef in Utrecht, was 
intensively researched in three aspects: architecture, cultural value and building technology. The framework 
of the architectural, cultural and technical analysis is based on 6’s system of Steward Brand (1994): site, 
structure, skin, service, space plan, stuff + 1’s of“story”. (Figure 2)  Cultural value evaluation was assimilat-
ed into a matrix (Figure 3) which is scaled on the y-axis according to the 7 S; and different heritage values 
designated on the x-axis: age, historical, artistic, commemorative, use, newness, conflict value of Alois 
Riegl’s (1928) theory. Technical analysis was integrated in one axonometric drawing (Figure 4). (Chung 
et al., 2017, 1) Architectural research was conducted within the framework of 7 ”s”, and possibilities and 
problems of each section were examined. The research products express chances, obligations and dilemmas 
of the system in fields of architecture, building technology and cultural value respectively.
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What we value cannot necessarily be quantified and that which is quantifiable is not necessarily valuable.1 
 
Cultural Value in the Re-Housing Heritage and Architecture graduation studio 
 
End terms 
Essential Qualities in MSc3/4  
Students of Heritage & Architecture should learn to position themselves as architects in the debate on cultural 
value. 
They should be able to translate a ‘waardestelling’, historical or building historical research–the essential qualities 
of the past & existing–into their point of departure.  
Integrate cultural values into their design and strategy.  
Students of H&A position themselves as architect 

• He/she understands the concept of ‘waardestelling’/cultural and (building)historical values  
• He/she can apply the cultural values in spatial terms 
• He/she can critically reflect on the cultural value 
• He/she can incorporate the key values into a design strategy 
• He/she can justify and explain the choices i.r.t. cultural values  

 
What should every architect know about ‘waardestelling’ and (building-) historical research?  
- know what it is, what it serves for. 
- aware of the different types/concepts/methods of ‘waardestellingen’/research and their purpose  
- awareness of different dimensions of the ‘waardestellingen’  
Which ‘waardestellings’-skills should every H&A-architect have? 
- To reproduce the ‘waardestelling’/cultural values in spatial themes 
- To critically reflect upon the ‘waardestelling’. What is the essence and how does manifest itself in situ 
- To incorporate the ‘waardestelling’/cultural values into a design strategy 
- To relate architectural choices to the ‘waardestelling’/cultural values (justify) 
- Translate cultural values in spatial terms: formulating a design strategy  
 

																																																								
1	Fisher	R.C.,	and	Clarke,	N.J.	(2010)	Red	in	architecture	-	an	ecotropic	approach.	Architecture	South	Africa:	Journal	of	the	South	
African	Institute	of	Architects.	9/10(Sept/Oct),	pp.	19-22.	Available	from:	http://saia.org.za/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/ASA-
51.pdf	

Figure2. The ‘S’-system of Steward Brand 
(Steward Brand, 1994)

Figure1. Intervam flats in Camera Obscuradreef
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The sculpture done by artist David van de Kop is still remained 
in the playground.

Urban design of Wissing & Spruit based on ‘wijkgedachten’ 
‘Gemeentelijke woningdienst’ municipality designed 
neighborhoods which was able to build fast (subsidized houses)

The InterVamflats are prefabricated houses which built around 
1960s. 5/6 houses a day to meet the housing shortage

The concrete grid of the facade which is one of the most 
significant characteristics of InterVam is well preserved.

(1) Urban theory ‘wijkgedachten’ applied to Overvecht 
Zuid: Neighbourhood units were designed to meet social, 
administrative, recreational and service requirements for a 
healthy community and satisfactory urban existence.
(2) Social projects through time (library, language lessons, art 
gallery, free shop etc ) tried to strengthen social cohesion and 
bonds within the neighborhood.
(3) Camera Obscuradreef, first as a welfare state and later the 
multicultural society has its socio-economic potential which 
could be adopted for shaping its identity and future.

In the period of 1959-1966 is mainly built of high-rise buildings 
to accommodate as many people as possible. In the 80s many 
residents in Overvecht went to find family houses with garden 
in Maarssenbroek and Lunetten. The new residents were 
mainly low income groups. These days, the area offers housings 
for people from diverse cultural background. 

The concrete grid of the facade reveals the aesthetic value of 
prefabricated concrete structure. Repetition of the module is 

important value of Intervamflat.

The paintings on the wall was drawn by artist Jan Is De Man 
collaborated with children in the neighborhood.

The old chimney was still remained in original state. 
Its appearance also characterize the housing in this 

neighborhood.

The large window in each room brings the natural daylight and 
fresh air inside and provides nice view.

(1) The work of sculpture was placed on the playground in 1983. 
At the time, the play ground was opened to the public but now 
the fence is crossing between the sculpture. (2) The Stchting 
Seguro which offers shelter to homeless people who don’t 
have residence permits arraged various community programs 
in Utrecht such as the paintings on the wall and planting box on 

the outdoor space.

(1)There were ample parks, good sports facilities, a swimming 
pool, an ice rink, a shopping center, ample parking and a hospital 
in Overvecht. (2)The housing block was planned according to 
the modern principles of light, air, space and greenery. There 
is private gardens, communal outdoor space on the corner and 

children’s playground and local shops.

The original concrete structure is still remained in a good state.

The system can have many variety in the facade which makes 
the system flexible in the appearance

The portiek serves only 
8 apartments which can 
provide the possibility of 

social cohesion

(1) According to the original plan, there was open passage 
on the ground floor to link housing block with main street 
Taagdreef, but the space was filled with community programs. 
(2) The flexible use of ground floor. It is used for strorage, small 
shop or housing.(3) Each house has two balconies and it is used 
for all sorts of reasons (enjoying daylighy, playing for children, 

drying laundry ect.)  

The external stair on the balcony of the first floor connects the 
private garden to use it more effectively.

Flexible use of ground floor in different period of time

The first attempt to make sustainable Intervamflat that could 
apply to all other Intervamflat.

(1)Large green outdoor space vs feeling unsafe  with stranger 
hanging around. (2) privacy vs communal space

The construction method applied extensively to solved the 
urgent requirement of the housing shortage at the time, but 
the lack of knowledge caused the difficulty of quality control 

(e.g. thermal bridge, insulation)

The value of the original skin vs energy efficiency

(1)During renovation process tenants want to stay in the 
dwellings, which limits the choice of insulation and heating 
system.(2)Insufficient space for bicycles due to the increase of 

student tenants.

(1)The load-bearing walls in Intervamflats prevent the flexible 
use of floor plan. (2)The balcony is used by residents for many 
reasons but it also cause the safety problems. (3)The short-term 
tenants such as students who live on the first floor did not put 
much efforts to maintain the private garden. (4)The position of 

the balcony did not match well with the present day lifestyle

Due to the residents with different cultural background, 
lifestyle, income and education, they did not mix well together.

1965: 
  Completion

1984:
Renovation

2016:
Current 

‘50 ‘60 Polder (grassland) transformt in urban 
plan

1963 start building Intervam flats
In the period ‘63-’67 6275 Intervam flats 
where build in Utrecht

1958 Urban design of Wissing & Spruit 
based on ‘wijkgedachten’

‘Gemeentelijke woningdienst’ municipality 
designed neighborhoods which was able to 
build fast (subsidized houses)

1983 Stadsverdiching (Cropping the urban 
gaps)
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1984 First renovation (wooden frames re-
placed by plastic)

2016 Test with energy zero buildings
(1 portiek, 8 houses)

2008 Demolition plan, most residents left 
students moved in

2009 Passages were closed and used for social 
projects. Therby social activities came back 
to the neighborhood

4-12 year 12-16 year

daycare

squash

playground

community 
center

small shops

shopping 
center 

overvecht
1 km

bus stop trainstation 
1 km

Value: Social
Good location near 

city centrum Utrecht

Overvecht-Zuid was constructed on the ‘neighbourhood unit 
concept ‘, a neighbourhood with a mix of housing, amenities and 
recreation helps residents to find everything they needed close 
to home. Camera Obscuradreef with openness,transparency 
and facilities on the ground floor and contributed its part to the 
close-knit communities. 

public library

church

open passage

Sealing strip

Screw sleeve in 
concrete and
mounting pin

Poured fixing pin

Red brick

Concrete wall

Concrete grid

Wooden window 
frame

Floating screed

Prefab floor

STRUCTURE
Ground Floor

STRUCTURE
First Floor

SERVICE

SKIN

SPACE

COMPLETION

MATERIALS OF STRUCTURE

Load bearing wall: Concrete 20 cm, 2.35kg/m3 
The length of the panels is usually equal to the depth 
of the room, with a maximum of 5.50 m.
Non load bearing wall: Lightweight concrete 7cm or 
9cm. 
Floor slab: Concrete 14cm
House separating wall: Concrete 20cm
Foundation: In situ concrete

SERVICE ENERGY ZERO INTERVAMFLAT

SPACE PLAN

The portiekflat was mass produced with standardization 
in 1960s’. There are basically four types of dwellings 
with surface area ranging from 58 m2 to 100.7 m2. All 
the rooms fit the minimal required dimension of today 
which are 5m2 and 1.8m wide. But the separating walls 
in the Intervam flats undermine the flexible use of 
floorplan to some degree. 

FOUNDATION & STABILITY

Foundation: On steel
Ground floor: In situ
From ground floor: Prefab
Stability: Wet connection between load-bearing 
walls and floors with max span of 3950mm for 
Camera Obscuradreef. In combination with 
perpendicular prestressed walls which continue for 
four stories, with mutual overlaps.

MATERIALS OF SKIN

Window frame (Current situation) 
Glass: Single glazing at balconies, others are double 
glazing.
Parapet: Sandwich panel with 2cm polystyrene and 
glasal panel, R-value: 1.25
End wall: The end walls consist of 10.5 cm brickwork 
5.5 cm cavity and 20 cm concrete. Rc-value: 0.60

Guiding rules for size on the construction site:
On one of the long side of the facade, 38.5 m
has to be kept free for the construction site:
7 m crane
6 m storage large wall elements
3,5 m conveying (trucks)
8 m storage floor elements
10 m storage small elements
4 m storage window frames etc.
Total: 38,5 meters

DETALINGS OF CONNECTIONS DETALINGS OF CONNECTIONS

SERVICE HEATING SYSTEM

Energy source: Gas and Electricity
There are varieties of heating systems due to the 
residents had to purchased them by their own.
Gas Boiler
Gas Heater
Electric Boiler
Electric Heater
CV ketel

DEMOGRAPHY & RENT

Groups: ±20 families + students
Rent: varies by income and time that someone 
lives there 
Example: 
€475 for families;
€±220-250 eur/month for students

INTERVAM
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4
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39PREFABRICATION
Most of the building components were 
prefabricated and assembled on site except 
from the elements listed leftside and shown 
above which were constructed in situ. 

IN SITU ELEMENTS

1. ground floor: floor, 
beams, columns and 
load bearing wall of the 
middle bay 2. first floor: 
floor of the middle bay  3. 
landings of staircase  (see 
hatch in the drawing)

ASSEMBLY

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

2011

10

In situ load-bearing 
walls and beams

Stability walls

In situ floor

Sewege Water
Gas Suply

Water Suply

Electricity Suply

Ventilation: 
Toilet, kitchen 
and bathroom

Energy 
Supply

Chimney

Drainage 
Pipe

Sewege 
Water

Prefab roof panelsPrefab interior wall and door fragmentsPrefab window framesPrefab floor elements 1st floor Prefab floor elements 2nd-4th floorPrefab frost edges (vorst randen)

Characteristics of Intervam System
- Prefab of heavy mounting elements
- Built around 1962-’70s
- Total built 14.000 (mainly in Utrecht 6.500)
- Portiekflat
- 4 or 10 stories high- 
- Main production in 3 factories of Utrecht specialising      
in products like stairs, roof edges etc. in: Valkenburg Z.H. 
and Hoogkerk
- Factories made 6 houses a day
- Transportation on truck (1 house 4 trucks)
- Montage direct from trucks
- Elements equal to the depth of the room, with a 
maximum of 5,5 meters
- Cranes needed to place the elements (2 cranes 4/5 
houses a day)
- 10 people (5 without education)
- Average 40 elements for 1 house (40 m3 concrete)
- 1000 Man-hours for one property (factory and on-site)

Prefab concrete slabs 14cm

Prefab concrete slabs 14cm

Prefab concrete slabs
with a sloping layer of cement 
and insulation channel plates

Parapets: 2 cm polystyrene
with stained glass 

Chimney 

Prefab concrete of roof edge

WEIGHT

1 Dwelling On Average: 
40 elements
80 tons
1 portiek On Average: 
640 tons

Ground Floor

1st Floor

ROOF

Construction 1964

2nd-4th Floor

scaffolding at-
tached to floor

Chimney made of brick

Prefab beam
Illustrator

In situ ground floor

Kim band

Prefab load bearing wall

Foundation

Concrete beam in situ

Hanging scaffolding 
only for placing glass

Single glazing

Wooden windowframe

Concrete grid

Single glazing

The VAM system is a prefabrication 
building method, which is common 
in Utrecht. 14,000 ‘portiekwonigen’ 
have been built with this system, 6,500 
of them were built in Utrecht. In the 
factory all the necessary elements 
are prefabricated. The factories were 
located in Valkenburg (Z.H.) Hoogkerk 
and Utecht. The one in Utrecht is the 
largest one where all the walls, floors 
and ‘galerijplaten’ were made. The other 
two made more specialized elements 
such as stairs, parapets and eaves. 
The elements are merged together on 
the constrction site, which have four 
or ten storeys. The three factories 
together have a production capacity of 
six houses a day. The transport of the 
elements to the construction site was 
done with trucks.

By placing the elements directly from 
the truck, there was no unnecessary 
transportation on site. For one 
house four trucks were needed. For 
assembly a crane was needed called 
‘looppadkranen’. When two cranes 
were used on site, 4 to 5 homes could 
be built each day. Ten people (half of 
them unskilled) were needed to put a 
building together. The fast construction 
time and reduced working capacity are 
characteristic of the non-traditional-
building-methods. By using the VAM 
system on the construction site a saving 
of 53% can be obtained in terms of man 
hours. The total number of man-hours 
for one property (including factory 
production and on-site construction) is 
1000, in comparison the average was 
1600 hours (Van Nuenen, 2013).

General Information

gaines

wet connection

two tubular 
positioning 

pins per 
elemnet

two tubular positioning 
pins per element

press felt

wet connection

Sealing strip

Screw sleeve in 
concrete and
mounting pin

Poured fixing 
pin

Red brick
PV Panel

Hoogwaardge 
thermische schil:
Rc = 4.5 m2 k/w

Triple glass

Concrete wall

Concrete grid

Wooden 
window frame

Floating screed
Prefab floor

FUTURE PLAN
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Axonometric

Figure3. Research product: the  matrix

Figure3. Research product: the  axonometric



Analysing the research results, the main problems of the system is revealed. For my personal point of view, 
it can be concluded as the conflict between the Intervam flats designed for unitary residents in 1960s, which 
are large families, and more diverse tenant groups and their modern lifestyle. Current occupants include 
not only large families but also single tenants, who are mainly students and young commuters, starters and 
those with smaller size. For increasing number of smaller households, more small apartments with more 
open space-plan are in need. In addition, the new family structure and resulting new lifestyles are conflicting 
with the original plan, since they require better relationship between serving spaces and served spaces. The 
problem results from the interior space, which is difficult to be transformed in a large scale in most of the 
social housing cases, since emptying the apartments and relocating current tenants can be both time-consum-
ing and costful. Moreover, the problems stated above can be universal to most of Intervam flats and neigh-
bourhoods. Nevertheless, repeatedly re-designing different Intervam flats may result in repetitive work as 
well as unnecessary long design and construction period, since there are a large number of existing Intervam 
flats with similar problems and building typologies. Thus, instead of solving problems observed in Camera 
Obscuradreef, a sufficient solution for VAM system itself is essential.  

The research question is thus proposed based on research products and resulting problem statement, which 
is: how to re-design Intervam flat to serve residents with diverse requirements in an efficient way? The solu-
tion is proposed as a catalogue of proposals for renovation of most of Intervam flats. Space plan is the major 
part of the scheme, and the minimum units of renovation is scaled down to one apartment to maximizing the 
flexibility of the scheme and reducing the cost of relocation. The re-designed floor plans prototypes are the 
first part of the catalogue, and fragments, including interior fragments and exterior fragments are also de-
signed as part of the catalogue to serve the floor plan and make the products at various location to fit differ-
ent urban context.

Detailed design of the fragments is influenced by further research on specific requirements of different 
tenants. Different special requirements shared by various occupant groups are researched and categorized in 
order to support design of variants. In the catalogue, each variant of interior fragments are to fulfil some of 
the requirements (see figure 5).

Figure 5. One page of the catalogue: the interior fragments

- Mirror

-Seat for changing shoes

- Place for (foldable) baby car-
riage/handcart/ladder

- Sports accessories

- Small goods for daily use (toi-
let paper, toolbox...)

-Open and free-flow entrance

- Enclosed entrance for privacy

Specific Requirements



Relationship between the methodological line of the graduation studio and 
that of the design approach
The Chair of Heritage & Design investigates research and design, which is conducted by methodology of 
bringing together “the fields of cultural history, technology, and architectural design in a single holistic 
approach”. (Heritage&Architecture, 2016, 5) (Figure 5.) The methodology of the design approach follows 
that of the graduation studio, In the whole process the proposal is designed and modified according to the 
research about architectural characteristic, figures in building technology and cultural value of VAM system. 

The general design methodology was inspired by the historical value of VAM system. The value embodied 
in the system is the spirit of Modernism. Modern architecture includes “the link between the phenomenon 
of architecture and that of the general economic system” (Peckham and Schmiedeknecht, 2013, 26). Arising 
from standardization and rationalization, the general economic system propose requirement on minimum 
working efforts, which can be revealed in design and construction of Intervam flats. Developed for fulfilling 
urgent requirements of dwelling due to baby boom in 1960s, the starting point of VAM system is to provide 
large number of dwellings in limited time, and standardization is a vital working method to achieve the goal. 
Both Standardized floor plans (see figure 6) and prefabricated and standardized building fragments (see 
figure 7) were designed and applied for efficient design and fast construction. Exploration for a successful 
economic system can be regarded as historical value of VAM system. 
Inspired by the original ambition of the system, the graduation project tries to react and update the historical 

Figure 8. Construction of Intervam flats
(Priemus & Van Elk, 1971)

Figure 7.Floor plans of  Intervam flats in  
Camera Obscuradreef, Marco Pololaan 
and Stanleylaan
(Mitros, n.d.)

Figure6. Combination of design, technology and cultural value
(Heritage&Architecture, 2016



value of the system and to provide standardized modules for most of Intervam flats for efficient future reno-
vations. The design approach focuses on the system itself. Consequently, attention of the research and design 
was focused more on Intervam flats, including the floor plans and building fragments, than the urban context 
of one specific site. The design methodology was also developed to add new value to the system, including 
efficient renovation process, financial benefits, sustainability, and new use values based on requirement of 
new tenant groups.

Consequently Intervam flats at various locations were researched for design decisions. Since the research 
during P1 was concentrated on Camera Obscuradreef, the neighbourhood was treated as a lab during the P2 
period. Re-designing floor plans was major task at that stage, and tests about various floor plans, possible 
combinations of variants, mixture of tenant groups and more potential adding values were executed based 
on its condition. The catalogue of floor plans (see Figure 8) was designed. Afterwards, in order to serving 
the system and improve the design, other Intervam flats in Overvecht and Kanaleneiland were researched 
during P3. The flats at various locations share similar building typology, while differ from each other in both 
position of shafts that leads to different sanitary design, and façade design. In the case interior and exterior 
fragments can fit different conditions but follow same design and construction principles were proposed. 

The methodology of designing prefabricated fragments influences the focus of building technology. The 
majority of efforts were spent on achieving the re-designed floor plans and searching for solutions of fast 
installation of fragments with less influence on the surroundings. In general, criteria were set for choice of 
material, structural scheme and construction method, including easy delivery, quick installation, lightweight 
to be supported by the structure and with proper cost.  
Nevertheless, the tight relationship between architectural design, cultural value and building technology are 

Figure 9. Assembly scheme of the graduation project



expressed on the limitation of the approach as well. The limitation is especially embodied in the relationship 
between architectural design and building technology. 
The architectural ambition is to design a renovation method that can be conducted to one apartment with 
less affect on the surroundings, shorter construction period and provide better quality of living. The quality 
of living, in my opinion, should be achieved by transforming the space plan, however scaling the minimum 
renovation unit down to one apartment means changes on spaces are restricted. Kitchen and sanitary, for 
example, are restricted in a certain spot, since shaft, pipes and other evacuation facilities should be kept for 
other apartments that has not been renovated. (See Figure 10). The proposal of suspended balconies on fa-
cade is abandoned since for structural strength and thermal behaviour.  Conversely, the building technology 
performance are limited by the architectural concept. The order of renovation may lead to relatively insuf-
ficient insulation of some part of the transformed apartment (see Figure 11). Keeping the original cladding 
untouched also results in small thermal bridge at some spots.

Figure 10. The re-designed floor plan

Figure 11. Detail of the enclosed balcony with insufficiently insulated floor

Basic Information:
Number Sqm

Toilet 1 1.1
Kitchen
+Dining 1 13.2

Bathroom 1 3.5

Matched floor plan
    A2

Matched interior fragments
    - Entrance: Ei, Eii
    - Storage and utility room: Si, Sii, Siii, Siv

Feature:
    Pro: Seperated kitchen and dining space,
            Large bathroom 
   Con: Working space of the kitchen can be limited
             Smaller bedroom

External elements required: /

Internal elements required: 
    Toilet: T112
    Bathroom: B112
    Kitchen: K112

A22

- Sufficient daylight

- Extra storage

- Close to livingroom

- Connected with the kitchen

- Flexibility

Specific Requirements

- Extra storage

- Large working space

- Adequate artificial light

- Less fume problems

- Flexible

- Open to gathering space

- Space for baby’s bathing: 1-2 
adults + 1 kid

- Seperated Wash basin, bath 
room and toilet

- Enough storage space 

-Easy to clean

Dining space Kitchen Bathroom and Toilet
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Relationship between the design approach and wider social context
The design is inspired by the wider social context, and trying to contribute to the wider social context. The 
problems of housing shortage require not only large number of newly built dwellings, but dwellings with 
adequate condition renovated in an efficient process. The design approach, which is a catalogue of renova-
tion proposals, tries to fulfil the requirement by exploring the possibility of applying standardization and 
mass-production to renovation projects. It aims at giving full play of individual efforts and variety, and yet 
taking full advantages of mass-production and standardization. As a result, housing cooperation may be able 
to provide sufficient renovated dwellings that can accommodate tenants with more diverse requirement, 
bringing both enhanced financial benefits for the housing cooperation as well as better quality of living for 
occupants. Additionally, the design can be regarded as an exploration on solutions for sustainable use of 
Intervam flats. The renovation may activate the Intervam flats and diversify their functions, and even serve 
as reference for other renovation and re-use of social housing.


